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Abstract. A large number of studies have recently been carried out on the early signatures of
regime shifts in a number of dynamical systems, e.g., ecosystems, the climate, fish and wildlife
populations, financial markets, complex diseases and gene circuits. The underlying model in most
cases is that of the fold-bifurcation in which a sudden regime shift occurs at a bifurcation point. The
shift involves a discontinuous jump from one type of stable steady state to another. The dynamics
of natural systems have both deterministic and stochastic components. The early signatures of
abrupt regime shifts include the critical slowing down as a transition point is approached, rising
variance and the lag-1 autocorrelation function, increased skewness of the steady-state probability
distribution and the ratio of two mean first passage times for the exits from the stable steady states
as the bifurcation point is approached. Noise-induced regime shifts are also possible for which the
vicinity of the bifurcation point is not essential. In this paper, we review examples of regime shifts
in natural systems and the associated early signatures. We further discuss how such approaches
provide useful insights on a cell biological process involving the fold-bifurcation.
Keywords. Regime shifts; bifurcation; bistability; excitability; critical slowing down; gene
expression dynamics.
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1. Introduction
Many complex dynamical systems undergo sudden regime shifts from one regime to a
contrasting one at critical threshold points, termed the bifurcation points of the underlying dynamics [1,2]. A regime can be defined as a collection of states with similar
characteristics. Examples of such transitions range over a wide spectrum: from ecology
to cell biology, the climate, medicine and financial markets. In ecology, extensive studies have been carried out on the destruction of vegetation under semiarid conditions, the
transitions from a clear to a turbid lake, changes in the states of coral reefs, catastrophic
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shifts in fish or wildlife populations, [3–5] etc. In cell biology, the common example is
that of a gene circuit undergoing a transition from one stable gene expression state to
another at a critical parameter. Experimental observations of such transitions have been
carried out in both natural and synthetic circuits [6–9]. Spontaneous systemic failures
such as asthma attacks [10] or epileptic seizures [11] are also representative of sudden
regime shifts. There are evidences to suggest that the progression of complex diseases
may not be smooth but marked by an abrupt deterioration at a threshold point [12]. Patterns of oceanic circulation and the climate are known to undergo sudden regime shifts
[13,14]. A recent exhaustive analysis of recorded ecosystem shifts points to an approaching planetary-scale critical transition as a function of increased human activity [15]. Also,
financial markets are known to undergo catastrophic shifts in the form of systemic crashes
[16]. A recent study [17] has shown that the transitions into and out of depression are also
analogous to the sudden regime shifts at critical threshold points.
The regime/state shifts in the examples considered are an outcome of the foldbifurcation well known in dynamical systems theory [1,14,18]. In figure 1, a particular
type of fold-bifurcation based on bistability and hysteresis, is shown. The solid lines represent the stable steady states of a dynamical system vs. a bifurcation parameter. The
dotted line denotes a branch of unstable steady states. The steady states define the fixed
points of the dynamics at which the temporal rates of change in the magnitudes of the
dynamical variables are all zero. In the shaded region, the region of bistability, two stable
steady states are possible for the same parameters. The bifurcation points are represented by the parameters u1 and u2 . These points separate a region of bistability
from the regions of monostability. Abrupt regime shifts occur at the bifurcation points
from one stable steady state to another. The transition between the branches of stable
steady states is not reversible but exhibits hysteresis. The fold-bifurcation, also known

Figure 1. A generic steady state vs. bifurcation parameter diagram. The shaded
region represents the region of bistability separating two regions of monostability. The
solid lines correspond to stable steady states and the dashed line represents unstable
steady states. The points u1 and u2 are the lower and upper bifurcation points, respectively. The arrows indicate the time evolution of a weakly perturbed system with the
system moving towards stable steady states and moving away from unstable steady
states [19].
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as the saddle-node bifurcation, involves the creation and destruction of fixed points [18].
As the bifurcation parameter is varied, two fixed points approach each other, collide and
undergo mutual annihilation (figure 1). The origin of bistability in a dynamical system
lies in the presence of one or more positive feedback loops in the system with the added
condition that the dynamics be sufficiently nonlinear. The arrows in figure 1 indicate that
the dynamical system regains a stable state after being weakly perturbed from it. Each
stable steady state has its own basin of attraction in the state space. For a N-variable
dynamical system, the state space is N-dimensional, with the coordinate axes representing the magnitudes of the variables. A state at time t is specified by the magnitudes of the
variables at t. The time evolution in the state space is represented by a trajectory. Trajectories initiating in a specific basin of attraction converge to the corresponding steady
state in the course of time. In figure 1, the branch of unstable steady states defines the
boundary separating the two basins of attraction.
The dynamics of natural systems often have a significant stochastic component originating in random external influences and the inherently probabilistic nature of the
processes associated with the dynamics. In this scenario, instead of a single steady
state level of a relevant dynamical variable, one has a steady-state probability distribution
(SSPD) in the variable (say, protein concentration) levels. A number of early signatures
of regime shifts [1,2,14] have been proposed so far involving the fold-bifurcation. The
knowledge of such signatures is useful in the development of risk-avoiding/management
strategies in ecological and financial systems and complex deteriorating diseases. In this
paper, an overview of the different early signatures of sudden regime shifts and how the
associated quantities provide important information on biological phenomena of interest
are presented. The example specifically discussed in this paper is the competence development in the soil bacteria B. subtilis [19]. Other examples involving cell differentiation
and the development of phenotypic heterogeneity in microorganisms are given in [20,21].
2. Early signatures
Here we describe the various early signatures of regime shifts which have been proposed
so far. One distinct feature of the dynamics close to a bifurcation point relates to a sluggish
response of the system to weak perturbations known as the critical slowing down [18].
The return time TR provides a measure of the time taken by the dynamical system to regain
a stable steady state after being weakly perturbed from it. For a one-variable dynamical
system, the deterministic rate equation is given by (dx/dt) = f (x). Let η(t) = x(t) − xst
be the small deviation from the stable steady state under weak perturbation. On Taylor
expanding f (x) around x = xst and keeping terms up to the order of η(t), one obtains
⏐
df (x) ⏐
dη
⏐
= λη(t), λ =
.
(1)
dt
dx ⏐x=xst
The solution of eq. (1) is
η(t) = η(0)eλt ,

(2)

where η(0) is the initial value of η(t) at time t = 0. The parameter λ is designated as the
stability parameter, if λ is < 0 (>0), then the steady state is stable (unstable). The stability
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parameter λ, associated with a steady state, becomes zero at the bifurcation point with the
steady state losing its stability. For a general N-variable system, a steady state is stable if
the real parts of all the N eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are negative. The stability
parameter is taken as λmax , the real part of the most dominant eigenvalue. As a bifurcation
point is approached, the magnitude of λmax rises from a negative value to λmax → 0
indicating a gradual loss in stability. The return time TR is given by TR = 1/|λmax |. TR
diverges as λmax → 0, capturing the critical slowing down near a bifurcation point. The
experimental evidence of critical slowing down has recently been obtained in laboratory
populations of budding yeast [22] and cyanobacteria [23].
Two other early signatures, associated with the critical slowing down, are the variance and the lag-1 autocorrelation function [1,2]. The quantitative estimation of these
signatures may be obtained by applying the linear noise approximation (LNA) to the
chemical master equation [24,25]. We provide a brief description of the method in the
following. In a chemical system, let N be the number of distinct species of molecules
participating in R reactions. The state of the chemical system is given by the vector x, the
components, xi , i = 1, . . . , N, of which represent the concentrations of different species
of molecules. The state changes due to the occurrence of R chemical reactions. We
define a stoichiometric matrix S with elements Sij , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , R.
The number of molecules of the chemical component i changes from Xi to Xi +Sij , when
the j th reaction takes place. The deterministic dynamics of the system are governed by
the rate equations

dxi
=
Sij fj (x),
dt
j =1
R

i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(3)

f(x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fR (x)T

(4)

In a compact notation,
.

x = S f(x),

with T denoting the transpose and f(x) representing the reaction propensity vector. Let
δx = x − xst denote the small deviation from the steady state xst . The evolution of δx
is given by (d(δx)/dt) = Aδx, where A is the Jacobian matrix. The elements of A are
given by
R

∂fk
Aij =
Sik
∂xj
k=1

(5)
.

calculated in the steady state. Under the LNA and in the steady state (x = 0), one obtains
the fluctuation–dissipation (FD) relation
AC + (AC)T + D = 0,

(6)

where C = δxδx  is the covariance matrix (Cij = δxi δxj , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N), the
diagonal elements of which are the variances and D is the diffusion matrix of the form
T

D = S diag(f(x))ST ,

(7)

where diag(f(x)) is a diagonal matrix with the elements fj (x), j = 1, 2, . . . , R. The time
correlation matrix for the weak perturbation δx is given by
δx(t + τ )(δx(t))T  = exp(Aτ )C.
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The diagonal elements of the matrix are the autocovariances and τ defines the lag time.
The lag-τ autocorrelation for the ith chemical component is
δxi (t + τ )δxi (t)
.
ρ(τ ) = √
√
var xi (t + τ ) var xi (t)

(9)

The LNA is an approximate method for investigating the effect of intrinsic fluctuations
in a system on its function. A trajectory, in this approximation, is treated as a small
stochastic perturbation to the macroscopic deterministic trajectory. This is done in terms
of a small perturbation expansion parameter related to the volume of the system [24].
The LNA pertains to a perturbation expansion up to the first order. The stochastic
dynamics of a system is mostly investigated by the analytical and numerical solutions of
Langevin-type stochastic differential equations [1,2,24]. The level of approximation in
most cases is equivalent to that in the LNA.
Two other early signatures of regime shifts, not related to the critical slowing down,
include the increased skewness of the steady-state probability distribution and the presence of flickering transitions. The skewness γ of a probability distribution P (x) provides
a dimensionless measure of its degree of asymmetry and is defined as

(x − μ)3 P (x)dx
,
(10)
γ =
σ3
where μ and σ are, respectively the mean and the standard deviation of P (x).
In the case of the deterministic time evolution of a dynamical system, the regime shifts
may occur in two ways: (i) at the bifurcation points and (ii) due to large perturbations in
the region of bistability. The unstable steady state (dotted line in figure 1) sets a threshold for a switch to occur between the two stable steady-state branches. In stochastic
dynamics, sufficiently strong fluctuations in the magnitude of a key variable can bring
about the switch from one stable branch to another. The noise-induced transitions between
the different regimes are characterized as the flickering transitions [1,2]. A quantitative
measure of flickering which serves as an early signature of a regime shift has been defined
in [19]. In the region of bistability, the stability landscape [1,2] has two minima representing the two stable steady states. Noise-induced transitions are responsible for the
switch from one valley to the other. The mean first passage time (MFPT) is defined as
the first exit time from a valley [18]. Let T1 and T2 be the MFPTs for the exits, respectively from the valleys 1 and 2. The MFPT T2 becomes zero at the bifurcation point at
which the steady state 2 loses stability. The ratio r = (T1 /T2 ) hence diverges as the
specific bifurcation point is approached, thus providing an early signature of the regime
shift.
3. Competence development in B. subtilis
Microorganisms like bacteria experience different types of stress during their lifetime.
They adopt a number of strategies for survival under stress, one of which is the generation
of phenotypic heterogeneity (no genetic change) in the microbial population [26,27]. The
heterogeneity helps a fraction of the population to cope with the applied stress. In the
soil bacteria B. subtilis, a fraction of the cell population develops competence triggered
by the high level of a key regulatory protein ComK. In the rest of the cells, the ComK
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level is low and competence does not develop in these cells. Competence enables the
bacteria to borrow foreign DNA from the environment and incorporate the DNA into the
bacterial genome. The fraction of the bacterial population in which competence develops
thus acquires new traits which help it to survive under stress.
The core module of the complex regulatory network, controlling the development of
competence, consists of an autoregulatory positive feedback loop corresponding to the
ComK proteins promoting their own synthesis. The steady-state ComK level vs. an
appropriate gene expression parameter exhibits hysteresis and bistability, an outcome
of the fold-bifurcation as illustrated in figure 1. The generation of heterogeneity in the
form of two distinct subpopulations is brought about by fluctuation-driven (fluctuations
in the ComK levels) transitions between the low and high ComK expression states. Süel
et al [28] have proposed an alternative physical mechanism underlying competence development in terms of excitability in the dynamics. Their theoretical proposal is backed
by experimental evidence. The basic genetic circuit consists of an autoregulatory positive feedback loop mediated by the ComK proteins along with a negative feedback loop
in which the ComK protein inhibits the synthesis of the ComS protein which in turn
represses the activity of the biomolecular complex which targets the ComK proteins for
degradation. The dynamics of the model circuit are governed by the differential equations
[28]:
bk K n
K
dK
= ak + n
,
−
n
dt
k0 + K
1+K +S
dS
bs
S
=
.
−
dt
1 + (K/k1 )p
1+K +S

(11)
(12)

K and S denote the concentrations of the ComK and ComS proteins, respectively, ak
and bk represent the basal and fully activated rates of ComK synthesis and k0 is the
ComK concentration needed for 50% activation. The Hill coefficients n and p represent the cooperativity indices of ComK autoactivation and ComS repression, respectively.
The expression rate of ComS has maximal value bs and is half-maximal at K = k1 .
The phase diagram of the model in the bk –bs plane is shown in figure 2. It has two
regions of monostability, one region of bistability and one region of excitability. In the
latter case, there is only one stable steady state (low ComK level) and two unstable steady
states. The intermediate state sets the threshold for switching. Fluctuations in the low
ComK level activate the switch to the unstable high ComK state. The transient activation
is followed by an ultimate return to the stable low ComK state. At any instant of time,
the population divides into two subpopulations with low and high ComK levels, respectively. The crucial question is, which is the correct mechanism underlying competence
development, bistability or excitability? We now discuss how the formalism based on
the early signatures of sudden regime shifts distinguishes between the two mechanisms.
In the phase diagram shown in figure 2, the boundaries between the regions represented
by solid lines correspond to the saddle-node (fold) bifurcation. The dotted line separates
a region of excitability from a region of monostability. In the diagram, vertical Lines 1
and 2 are drawn at the points bk,1 = 0.0875 and bk,2 = 0.15, respectively. Line 1 intersects the phase boundaries at three points bs,1 = 0.7799, bs,2 = 0.7868, bs,3 = 0.8094.
Line 2 has two points of intersection: bs,1 = 0.6176 and bs,2 = 0.7504. Experimentally,
the region of excitability/bistability is distinguished from the region of monostability
198
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Figure 2. The phase diagram of the competence development model in the bk –bs
plane. It shows two regions of monostability, one region of bistability and one region
of excitability. The boundaries shown as solid lines correspond to saddle-node (SN)
bifurcations. Lines 1 and 2 mark the values of the parameter bs for which computations are carried out. The other parameters are the same as in [28], i.e., ak = 0.004,
k0 = 0.2, k1 = 0.222, n = 2 and p = 5 [19].

by the appearance of a bimodal distribution in the ComK levels as observed in single
cell flow cytometry measurements. In the region of excitability there is only one stable
steady state which continues to be stable as the region enters the region of monostability
at bs,1 = 0.7799 along Line 1. As there is no loss of stability at this point, the early
signatures of sudden regime shifts, namely, a divergent return time TR , a divergent variance σ 2 and the lag-1 autocorrelation function ρ11 (1) attaining its maximal value of 1,
are not seen as the bs value is decreased to bs,1 = 0.7779 (figures 3a, 4a and 4b). The
variance and the lag-1 autocorrelation function are computed using the FD relation (6) in

Figure 3. For the competence development model, the variation of TR as a function
of bs . (a) The computations are carried out along the line bk,1 = 0.0875. (b) The
computations are carried out along the line bk,2 = 0.15. The parameters are the same
as in the case of figure 2 [19].
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Figure 4. For the competence development model, the variation of σ 2 and ρ11 as a
function of bs . (a), (b) The computations are carried out along the line bk,1 = 0.0875.
(c), (d) The computations are carried out along the line bk,2 = 0.15. The parameters
are the same as in the case of figure 2 [19].

the steady state. On the other hand, the quantities TR , σ 2 and ρ11 (1) provide the characteristic signatures as the stable steady state, representing the high ComK level, loses
stability at the point bs,1 = 0.6176 along Line 2 (dotted lines in figures 3b and 4c, 4d).
As fold-bifurcation point is approached, the difference between the unstable and stable steady state values of a variable decreases and becomes zero at the bifurcation
point (figure 1). In unstable (stable) steady state, the real part, λmax , of the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian decreases (increases) from a positive (negative) value to
zero. Experiments to detect the critical slowing down (divergent TR ) are difficult to carry
out. Experiments based on flow-cytometry and time-lapse fluorescence microscopy are
easier to perform and provide estimates of the variance σ 2 and the lag-1 autocorrelation
function ρ11 (1). The experimental measurements for a range of values of the bifurcation
parameter would be able to distinguish between bistability and excitability as the physical
mechanism underlying competence development. Figures 3a, 4a and 4b exhibit the distinctive signatures of a regime shift (dotted lines), as the stable steady state representing
high ComK level loses stability at the boundary point bs,2 = 0.7868 along Line 1, separating a region of bistability from that of excitability. Similar signatures are obtained
as the low ComK level loses stability at the point bs,3 = 0.8094 along Line 1 (solid
lines in figures 3a, 4a and 4b), on entering a region of monostability from a region bistability. For the variation of bs along Line 2, distinctive signatures of a regime shift are
obtained at bs,2 = 0.7504 with the low ComK level losing stability on entry into a region
of monostability from a region of bistability (solid lines in figure 3b, 4c and 4d).
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided a summary of the range of natural phenomena exhibiting sudden regime shifts at the bifurcation points associated with the fold-bifurcation. We have
discussed some of the key quantities which provide the early signatures of approaching regime shifts. The basic concepts and methodology are applicable to a general
class of bifurcation phenomena occurring in diverse systems. The critical slowing down
occurs close to different types of bifurcation, namely transcritical, Hopf, pitchfork and
the saddle-node. As the rising variance and the lag-1 autocorrelation function are consequences of the critical slowing down (λmax → 0) [1,2], the quantities provide early
signatures of regime shifts at different types of bifurcation points. The saddle-node
(fold) bifurcation, however, exhibits distinctive characteristic of abrupt regime shifts and
also has the associated features of bistability and hysteresis. The examples of regime
shifts discussed in this paper correspond mostly to the fold-bifurcation. Boettiger et al
[29] provide an overview on both the limitations and prospects of early signature studies
for regime shifts involving different types of bifurcation. We have described our recent
study [19] on the development of competence in the bacterial species B. subtilis which
contains a proposal on the identification of the underlying physical mechanism via the
early signature studies. In [21], we have carried out a study on the early signatures of
an approaching bifurcation point in the cell differentiation process, again distinguishing
between contending models. In this case, one deals with pitchfork bifurcations rather
than with the fold-bifurcation. In [20], a new quantitative measure, i.e. the propensity
transition point, has been proposed as an indicator of stochastic regime shifts.
The applicability and usefulness of the measure has been demonstrated in the cases of the
May model, the genetic toggle and the mycobacterial switch to persistence. Biological phenomena are mostly generated by nonlinear dynamics exhibiting different types of
bifurcation. The dynamics have a natural stochastic component which has a non-trivial
effect in certain circumstances. Noise, if too large, can bring about transient regime shifts
(flickering transitions) on its own. Regime shifts in biological systems are sometimes
undesirable, e.g., the transition of a cancerous cell to the mitotic phase in which cell division takes place, the shift of a fraction of a bacterial population from the normal to the
persister subpopulation (persisters are not killed when exposed to nutrient depletion or
antibiotic drugs) etc. Experimental measurements of the early signatures of regime shifts
in such cases provide inputs for effectively blocking the transitions.
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